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b.r. chopra is a legend, whose belated, delayed, delayed, finally-delivered movies somehow
transcend the stylistic despair in which bollywood at the time was embroiled. not only because of the

stunning performances by the leads, but also because this was one of those rare films where the
lead star and the composer were a perfect fit. that had often happened in the past, notably with raj

kapoor in manmohan deshs second film sawan ko aane do, like so many of bollywoods late 70s films,
was a relic from the past, not only in the sense that it was made in the month of march, but also in
that it was the second feature film in which the two female leads, ritu and zarina, sang for the first

time. most of the songs, with the exception of teri tasveer ko, which once again did not work, have a
timeless appeal and would do. those who do not listen to hindi movies had missed out on those

golden years of music where the experience of hearing a song is as inseparable from the image of
the artiste as the song itself. this had much to do with the fact that the only remedy for the

bollywoods conundrum of so many artists so few songs, was the legends. hence we find the likes of
lata mangeshkar (who sang deep jale aana, gori tera gaon bada pyara) so attached to the heroes

that they could easily not recognise their earlier songs as those of the heroes. and we also find the
heroes singing the songs of the legends with the sheer and utter conviction of someone who had

never sung a song in their lives. this feeling was brought home all the more when the soundtrack of
roti kapda aur makan, released in the same year as sawan ko aane do, had no songs, but was a

glorious collage of classical music. but that was a long, long time ago, and here s. d. burmans songs
were as radiant as ever, and the best of them, chanda jaise mukhde pe would start a game of

musical chairs in the kaitha of bollywoods classic anthems.
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lets talk of women for a moment.
while arun govil was the victim of a
sexist society, the heroine zarina

wahab was at the receiving end of a
system that rewarded her talent
and gave her the best film of the

year for 1988, yaaro. but she never
received what she deserved for her
unending efforts. she never got a
great musical vehicle to show her
vocal prowess. instead, her film
received jaane bhi do diwane re,

earning her a non-descript song in
the ill-fated sajan and an ill-fated
romance with late om puri in kya

giya giya. sadly, these were the last
images of the voice of bhartiya, a
voice that will keep ringing in the
ears of generations to come. the
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other heroine of the film was a
woman, really an entity, yet with

only one name, chandrika.
chandrika is one of those creations

that hindi cinema should create
more often. zarina wahab was not
merely a character in a play, she

was a whole chapter in the lives of
our audience. she was a girl with

her own opinions, emotions, values,
culture and background. chandrika
is the hindi cinema equivalent of

the film heroine who stands on her
own two feet and becomes an

independent entity. she is also, by
definition, the urban woman who
escapes the charmed lives of the

rural parts and chases her dreams
in the city. the heroine, however,
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has her own story. zarina wahab
comes to the foreground in the

films title song, saawan ko aane do.
the song has a brassy version of
jaspal singhs woh kya yahoon, a

gentle and delicate version of
sulakshana pandit s nadiya ke paar
and a sizzling version of yesudas
teri tasveer ko. zarina could have
done a lot more, considering her
character in the film. she could

have shown a greater range of her
voice. but to the best of my

knowledge, the film did not garner
much attention thereafter. songs,
particularly the title track, went a
long way to catapult arun govil to

the top. the film, with all its
promise, never materialised to its
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full potential. but before that, yes,
sawan ko aane do gave us the

unforgettable zarina wahab, who
sizzles in teri tasveer ko. she sizzles
with such a suggestive utterance in

the title song: 5ec8ef588b
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